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By Glenn Phi'ippon
The University's request for an atomic reactor was turned down by the Atomic Energy Commission, reported Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, head of the physics department. However, of the $150,000
requested, $42,872 was granted to the University for educational and training activities in nuclear sci:rice and engineering.
The University of Maine Atomic
Energy Committee began its work in
the Fall of 1957 and the request was
made last January 14th. "The 6th
of June, we received favorable action
on part of the request" said Bennett.
"$34,025 was granted for the purchase of nuclear equipment and materials. $27,313 has been earmarked
for nuclear physics equipment to

make possible a laboratory course
associated with Ps 70, nuclear physics.
Also included was $6,708 for the
chemistry department to develop a
laboratory course in radio chemistry,"
Bennett added.
On November 18, 1958, $8,847
was awarded for equipment and
materials to be used in biological fields. $4,532 is to go to the

agronomy department, $1,485 to
the department of biochemistry
and $2,830 to the zoology department.
"Thus," said Bennett, "the.Atomic
Energy Commission has provided financial assistance to the University's
training program in nuclear science
which will be to our advantage should
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Fraternities Will Rush
Immediately Following
Return From Vacation
Fraternity rushing begins Monday, February 2.
Eligible freshmen will meet with dean of men John E. Stewart
and the members of the Interfraternity Council in the Little Theatre
at 6:10 p.m. that night. The rushing procedure will be explained.
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'Ca m pus' Searching
For Best Dressed
Coed At University
The Maine Campus editorial
staff is searching for the best
I dressed coed on campus.
•
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With exams in the offing and books piled high, Dee Chapman settles don to some serious studying.
Many a night-light's burning is promised now that Exam week is but a few days away ... Then we'll
(Photo by Hall)
all march forward to 4 point!!
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we apply for further assistance in the tion include chairman, Dr. Bennett;
future."
John W. Beamesderfer, head of the
chemistry department; Weston S. EvThe Atomic Energy Commis- ans, Dean of the College of Techsion indicated to the committee nology; Richard C. Hill, associate
that although the IL nhersity professor of mechanical engineering;
meets the broad criteria of the Lyle C. Jenness, head of the departAEC program, its request for ment of chemical engineering; Seyan atomic reactor, to be used for
mour J. Ryckman, professor of civil
training purposes, could not be
engineering; Robert P. Shay, director
included in the awards because
of the school of business administraof a shortage of funds.
tion; Benjamin R. Speicher, head of
The University of Maine Atomic the department of zoology; and RoEnergy Committee which compiled land A. Struchtemeyer, head of the
the data and submitted the applica- agronomy department.

Symphony To Play Here
Peru. "One of the most brilliant orchestral groups in the United States":
Colombia. "It must be said without
reservation or reticence that the concert of the New Orleans Symphony
musical forefront. Its tone, precision last night in the Teatro Colon was
and youthful enthusiasm is hailed by one of the greatest happenings of its
concert-goers, internationally known kind which has been presented in this
solo artists and newspaper critics.
country in the last few years."
Some of the notices ran as follows:

One of the biggest musical events ever presented at the University will take place February 3 when the University Concert Series
presents the New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Alexander Hilsberg.
The concert, including more than
70 musicians, will be presented at
8:15 p.m. in the Memorial Gym on
the first Tuesday following finals vacation. Students will be admitted by
ID cards.
On Way To Canada

Announce 'Carnival' Program

The only reason the University is
fortunate enough to be able to present
such an outstanding concert is because
the entire orchestra is en route to
engagements in Canada, according to
Charles Crossland, vice president for
the administration.
The orchestra. recently returning
from a State Department sponsored
concert tour of Latin-America, drew
rave notices after every concert and
often were not allowed to leave the
stage before five or six encores were
completed. At times, after a half
dozen encores were played, the orchestra would run out of selections, as
the librarian usually brings only
enough music for six encores.
Under Hilsberg Direction
Under the baton of Maestro Hilsberg, this orchestra has come to the

The search is being conducted as
part of a nationwide contest sponsored
by Glamour magazine, who choose
the "10 Best Dressed College Girls
in America" each year from entries
submitted by hundreds of colleges in
the United States and Canada.
Maine's candidate will model a
sampling of her wardrobe for a
Campus photo feature on college fashions and three of these pictures.
featuring the winner in an on-campus
outfit, a daytime off-campus outfit,
and a date dress (full or cocktail
length), will be submitted with the
official entry form to Glamour.
Glamour's ten best dressed girls
will be chosen at the beginning of
March. They will be photographed
on college campuses for the magazine's annual August College Issue
and will be flown to New York in
June as guests of the magazine.
Students wishing to nominate a
name for consideration by the Campus
are asked to write the name on a
card and deposit it in the Campus
mailbox in Alumni Hall before January 22.

Donald E. Cookson, president of
the IFC, will present an introduction
to fraternity life.
Following the meeting, fraternity
representatives will distribute fraternity information and invitations to
freshmen in the dormitories. Fraternity men will be allowed to contact
freshmen in the dorms for one hour
Monday through Wednesday.
Formal rushing will begin at 7 a.m..
Thursday, February 5. The rushing
period, a get-acquainted period that
features a variety of parties, smokers,
suppers, lasts until February IS. During this period, fraternity men will
evaluate rushees and choose new
pledges on Monday, the 16th.
The IFC uses the preferential pledging system.
Quota Established
Each fraternity's pledge quota is
established in advance of rushing by
the IFC. Prior to the close of the
rushing period, each fraternity prepares a preferred list and a secondary
list of freshmen it has decided to
pledge.
Freshmen indicate their fraternity
preferences on the 16th in the Louis
Oakes Room. Library. 8:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Rushees may list three fraternities in order of preference.
The choices of the fraternities and
the rushees are matched according to
preferences.
No man who has a point average
below 1.8 may be rushed, according
to a new pledging rule set by the
Council this fall. The former scholastic standard was 1.5.

World-Wide Sleigh Ride will Friday, February 20:
1:15-3:15 p.m.—Su ivs St '('over.
be the theme of the 1959 annual
Intramural Sports, Ski Slope
Winter Carnival which is to be
1:15-1:45 p.m.—Women's Novice
22.
and
20,
21,
February
held
Downhill and Slalom

Maestro Alexander Hilsberg

Charlene Manchester is general
chairman of the Winter Carnival this
year and the following students are
members of her over-all committee:
Gail Carter, Lee Hall, James F.
Simms, Diane White, Betsy Lathrop.
Jane Goode, Janet Grover, Joe Daggett. Robert Chase. Glenn Vandervliet.
John Miniuti. and Hal Maguire, Jr.
H. M. Woodbury is faculty advisor
for the committee.
Miss Manchester today announced
the following schedule of events:

7:00& 9:00 p.m.—Movie at the
Union—Mister Roberts
9:00 p.m.-2 a.m.—Intramural Ball
at Memorial Gym
Music by Al Corey
Women's Intermediate
Semi-formal
Two runs, total time
Saturday, February 21:
9:00 a.m.—Campus Ice Life Snow
1:45-2:30 p.m.—Men's Downhill
Two runs, total time
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Next Semester Registration
Scheduled For Next Week
(See stors on page 3)
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Carnegie Features Collages
By Stephen Antonakos
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See the Compact

Big car bills stealing
your room rent?

'59 Rambler
•••••

•

•

.....

You've seen the others grow in size and price—
now see how much more you can save with
Rambler. Hundreds on first cost. New gas economy. Top resale. Easiest parking. Personalized
Comfort: sectional sofa front seats glide back
and forth individually. Go Rambler 6 or V-8.

RAMBLER AMERICAN STATION WAGON •
Save $500 on First Cost
$5O les thao i.ther leading
low-priced .agisris Based on
a comparison i)f published
manufacturer suggested prices.
Full 5 passenger rJjrrl.

•

•

•

•
YOUR RAMBLER DEALER TODAY AND SAVE.
:SEE
•
•
••• •lb

•••••••••••••••
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By Joanne Manning
In the main gallery of Carnegie this month is a collection of
twenty collages by Greek-born modern, Stephen Antonakos.

Save more than ever
on first cost, gas, upkeep

a

Orono,

••••••••••••••••••••••

Antonakos is the man of whom the
Art News in summer of 1957, said,
"...a bright, shining new talent,
whose applique work of brightly
colored cloth and burlap entitled
'Christ on the Cross' is the curiosity
of the show."
Born in southern Greece in 1926,
Antonakos entered the United States
in 1930 with his immigrant parents
to reside in Brooklyn, New York. His
preparation for a career as a commercial illustrator was, in 1945. for
two years interrupted by enlistment in
the Army, but resumed in enrollment
in the New York Institute of Applied
Arts and Sciences.
In his capacity as a comntercial artist, Antonakos realized
that in drawing for advertising,
his expression was limited by
the medium of pen and ink, and
the non-creative aspect of illustrations.
In an effort to discover the possibilities of color Antonakos worked as
an assistant to New York artist, Urnberto Romano in the summer of 1951.
It was of this experience he said, "for
the first time in my life I discovered
the joy of working with colors."
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can corn
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Antonakos found a tour of
Europe in 1954 a rich and stimulating experience; he returned
to the United States with the
ideas and inspirations to develop
a unique and very individual
approach toward painting. The
collage is a construction technique of painting utilizing a num•
her and variety of materials
limited only by the artist's imagination.
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Of his ideas on art, Antonakos says.
"I am unable to put down in words
my philosophies on my art. I can
express myself in visual dimension
My work is the only way I can talk
in matters of philosophies."

Junior Council Named
Robert Sterritt, president of th.:
junior class, announced that the following members of the junior class
will serve on the executive council:
Arthur Atherton, Joseph Dion, Stephen Howe, Janet Grover, Norman
Stevenson, and Barbara York.
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"What careers are available?"
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DOOR IS OPEN AT ALLIED CHEMICAL...

AND THIS MAN CAN GIVE YOU THE FACTS
You'll want to note the date below. Our interviewer will be on your
campus then, ready to answer your questions about a career in the
chemical industry.
... and to point out the advantages of pursuing
that career at Allied.
You'll find it worth your while to get the facts about a company that
has twelve research laboratories and development centers, over
one hundred plants, and a nationwide network of sales offices. It's
worth learning all you can about a company that makes over three
thousand different products—chemicals, plastics, fibers—with new
ones coming along every year.

"Where would I work?"

Come prepared to ask our interviewer what you want to know: What
kinds of jobs? Which products? What opportunities for advancement? Which location?
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FOR THE CAREER FACTS YOU NEED
SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW!
"What would my first assign

ent be?"

Ge1
CREA

BASIC TO
AMERICA'S
PROGRESS

61 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

DIVISIONS:

BARRETT • GENERAL CHEMICAL • NATIONAL ANILINE • NITROGEN •
PLASTICS AND COAL CHEMICALS • SEMET•SOLVAY • SOLVAY PROCESS •
INTERNATIONAL

J

ALLIED CHEMICAL CAMPUS INTERVIEWS. . ..
A future for: Chemists, Chemistry Majors, Engineers(Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical)
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Announce Days Doctor Chute Is First Maine
Jan. 19 To 24 Man Honored At Symposium
Dr. Harold L. Chute of the State. Chute
As Registration departm
ent of animal pathology
group

will be one of an international
of scientists who will
gather for the three-day symposium
of
the
Universi
ty
and
the
Maine
Registration for students who
Agricultural Experiment Station, in New York.

have already pre-registered with
their advisers will be held from
January 19th to January 24th.
Monday through Friday students
can complete registration from 8
a.m. to noon, and from 1 to 4:30
p.m. On Saturday, registration
will be held only until noon.
Students will receive semester bills
v.hen they go to register. Payment of
tuition and fees in the Treasurer's
office completes the first part of registration. The student then completes
copies of information cards and class
schedules and takes them to the
Registrar's office.
If a student wishes to change his
class schedule it is necessary that he
wait until the usual add-and-drop
period during the first week of classes.
Re-admission and transfer students
will register on Saturday, January 31,
from 8 to 11 a.m. These students will
see their adviser first, get the signature
of the dean of their college, and then
take the material to the Treasurer
and Registrar. ID photos will also
be taken at the time for these students
only.
Students who register late, even
though they have preregistered, will
have to obtain permission from the
head of the departments before they
can enter classes.

Noted Local Pianist,
Kathryn Ann Foley,
To Present Recital
An outstanding young Winterport
pianist will present a recital at the
Union Sunday at 4 p.m.
Miss Kathryn Ann Foley, a teacher
at the Northern Conservatory of
Music in Bangor, will cover 19th century music with works by Brahms,
Schubert, Scriabine, and Albeniz as
well as some contemporary music including Prokofieff's Sonata No. 3 and
Poulenc's Perpetual Movements.
Miss Foley has studied at Manhattenville College in New York City
and the Northern Conservatory of
Music. She was graduated from Manhattenville in 1957 and was awarded
a year's scholarship for study in
Florence, Italy. She has played with
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra in a
soloist's capacity and with Robert
Groth, violinist and member of the
music department at the University.
The recital will be open to the
public and there will be no admission
charge. The program is sponsored by
the music department in association
with the Memorial Union.

will present a paper at a sym- Dr. Chute is perhaps best known to
posium of the New York Acad- the people of Maine through the
work he has done with the poultryemy of Sciences tomorrow.
Dr. Chute is the first University of Maine man to be so honored in the history of the
symposium series.
He has made many contributions
to poultry pathology, particularly in
the field of chronic respiratory diseases of chickens. His report to the
New York Academy of Sciences will
be based on his advanced studies in
CRD problems in Maine and Ohio

men of the state. He has traveled extensively within the state addressing
industry and extension groups on
methods of control and eradication
of poultry and animal diseases.
He came to the University in
1949 as assistant professor of
animal pathology. He now holds
the rank of professor in the
department and of animal pathologist with the Experiment Station.

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
Entire stock of Lady Hathaway Shirts
reduced $2.00 each

Oxford-cloth button-down collar.
Here's a shirt that passes all tests.
Smart, of course—because it's by Hathaway of Maine
Reg. $6.95

now $4.95

PHONE BANGOR 2-8040

IBM

invites the 1959 Graduate
with Bachelor's or Master's Degree
to discuss career opportunities

Contact your college placement office
for an appointment for campus interviews

1111110-•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Career opportunities

If your degree major is in:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales

Liberal Arts • Business • Accounting Engineering • Mathematics

•
•
•
•
•

Product Development

Physics • Mechanical • Electrical •
Engineering Physics • Mathematics

Some facts about IBM

Aubert Hall, built in 1914, is named
:n honor of Alfred Bellamy Aubert,
professor of chemistry.

IBM's phenomenal growth offers unlimited professional opportunities to
highly qualified graduates. Company policies lay a firm groundwork
for stimulating and rewarding careers in the areas listed above. At IBM,
you will find respect for the individual ... small-team operations...
early recognition of merit ... good financial reward ... outstanding
company-paid benefits ... and many educational and training programs.

G

Get WILDROOT
REAM-01Cha
1. ;lie

IBM's laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott,
Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N.Y.; Burlington, Vt.;
San Jose, Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Sales and service
offices are located in 198 principal cities throughout the United States.
If you cannot attend the interviews, write or call the manager
of the nearest IBM office:
IBM Corp.
SOO Forest Avenue
Portland 6, Me.

J.PAUL SHEZDY,. hair scientist,says: "Keeps
your hair well•groomed longer!"
s.. Herrio MI/ Rd,
N

Just a little bit

of Wiicitoor
and...W0W1

r.

IBM

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION

INTERVIEWS
FEB. 6, 1959

DATA PROCESSING • ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS • MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS • SUPPLIES • TIME EQUIPMENT
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During Finals
Take Your Break
AT

PAT'S
Tel. 6-3302 (if busy-4466)

Mill St.

27 Years of Service

EXCELLENT PIZZA
Deli% eries on all orders of 113.00 or more

REMEMBER
A College Education Isn't Complete Without a Course at Pat's

Lee Morton is ailing! Pleeze help this neophyte personality by
finding out just what he's sick of!! Tune in on Wednesday night
for an hour show from 10:00 to 11:00 o'clock to hear this new Disc
Jockey's "Music and Chatter."
(Photo by Banning)

New Fire House Discussed
A committee has been formed to
discuss plans for constructing a new
fire house which will be a combined
University-Orono building.

nite can be obtained from the legislature, there are no definite plans as to
the size, location or cost of the building.

The committee, headed by Francis
S. McGuire, director of plant and
facilities for the University, has been
formed since December. McGuire
said that the plan has gone to legislature, and that the committee is awaiting an answer from them. However,
the plan will probably not reach the
legislative body this session, as material was not presented far enough in
advance.
Until such time as something defi-

Such a building will be an eventuality because of the increased enrollment of the University, and the expanding population of the town of
Orono. McGuire said that it is not
uncommon for a college town to have
a joint fire department with the
school.

•

practical slant. HI-THRIFT 6:
up to 10% more miles per gallon.
VLSI-PACKED V8's: eight to
choose from, with compression
ratios ranging up to 11.25 to 1.
FULL COIL SUSPENSION:
further refined for a smoother,
steadier ride on any kind of road.
One short drive and you'll know
the smart switch is to Chevy.
Come in and be our guest for a
pleasure test first chance you get.

By Anne Wescott
Basketball is in full swing. The
dorm teams began action and wins
were recorded for Elms-North Estabrooke over West Chadbourne-Off
Campus 39-15; South Estabrooke 50East Chadbourne 20. Balantine had
to forfeit their game to the West
Chadbourne-Off Campus team. Stodder-Colvin forfeited a game to ElmsNorth Estabrooke.

why the smart switch is to
the 5
9 9 Chevrolet
ROOMIER BODY BY FISHER:
features wider seats and more
luggage space. MAGIC-MIRROR
FLINISH: keeps its shine without
waxing for up to three years.
NEW BIGGER BRAKES: better
cooled with deeper drums, up to
66r; longer life. OVERHEAD
CURVED WINDSHIELD and
bigger windows—all of Safety
Plate Glass. SLIMLINE DESIGN:
fresh, fine and fashionable with a

Women's Sports

NOW—PROlIPT DELIVERY!

More games are scheduled this
week in the dorm play. Class teams
will go into action after finals. Again,
two practices are needed before a
girl is eligible to play for a class team.

Stepped-up shipments have
assured you a wide choice of
models and colors. We can promise prompt delivery—and it's an
ideal time to buy!

The W.A.A. has started planning
for the annual Penny Carnival. The
date is March 14.
The physical ed department clubs
will welcome interested newcomers
to their first meetings of the new
semester. All girls interested are invited to participate in the club activities. The Square Dance Club meets
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Modern Dance
Club meetings are Wednesday at 7
and Tumbling Club gets together
Thursday at 7 p.m.
On Saturday morning at 10, any
students interested in roller skating
should meet in the Women's Gym.
The roller skating is coed for both
beginners and advanced skaters. Free
skating, or instruction in skating, or
dance skating, is offered.

OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting and Welding

Gas, Oil &

The 6-patiseroer Nomad and the Impala 4-Door Sport Sedan.

Auto Accessories

Old Town, Maine

now—see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!
•

Tel. 7-2400

•
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Congressional Internship Offered

rsonality by
night
his new Disc
by Banning)

The University of Maine i
again offering one or two students
the chance to participate in its
Maine Congressional Internship
Program, which is sponsored by
the Department of History and
Government in cooperation with
the Maine Congressional delegation.
The program, being offered for
the second time, is designed to
give a Maine student an understanding of the legislative process
and the role of the legislator.

•
mencoad

Application blanks can be obtained from the Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, 100
Stevens Hall and must be returned
to the same room by 5 p.m. Jan.
29, 1959.
Oral
interviews, if
they are deemed necessary, will be
held in January. Announcement
of the award will be made on or
about Jan. 20.
Qualifications
for applicants
are: junior
ptauding, a Maine
resident and the willingness to
abide by internship requirements.

Klondike Boot
Cold Weather Comfort in Popular
Grey, Black or Beige.

leaday

10.95

SHOP FREESE'S
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MAINE'S LARGEST
DEPT. STORE

Sizes 4 to 1$
AA to B Widths

This is the fashion that the co-eds want
for cold weather comfort
-- you'll like these American Girl Boots. Get yours today
while sizes
are complete!
Other Warm Boots
$6.99 to li1t.01-0

GIFTS: FOR THE ENTIRE
FAMILY
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STANDARD
Will Re Happy To
Cash Your Cheeks.
Be Sure To Have
Your I.D. Card.

SHOP ALL 6 BIG GIFT
PACKED FLOORS ...

MAINE'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
4S-52 Main St.

HUNDREDS OF NAME
BRAND ITEMS

ing at 10, any
roller skating
Women's Gym.
coed for both
d skaters. Free
in skating, or
red.

1WN

;HOP

Repairing

A. J. GOLDSMITH

SHOES — CHILDREN'S WEAR
HOUSEHOLD — TOYS — ETC.

50 years of service to U. of M. students

Positions with Potential

,
A

ENGINEERS • CHEMISTS • PHYSICISTS
Ceramic • Chemical
Electrical • Industrial • Mechanical
Metallurgical
National Carbon Company, America's foremost manufacturer of carbon and graphite electrodes and anodes,
Impervious graphite, brushes for motors and generators,
dry cells and flashlights, arc carbons and a wide variety
of other industrial products, offers positions to qualified
B.S. and M.S. graduates in the fields listed above.
Positions are available at National Carbon Company's
16 plants, located in the following states: Iowa, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia
and Vermont, and throughout the country in our sales
organization.
Interesting, rewarding careers in research, process
and product development, production and methods engineering, product and process control, machine development, plant engineering and sales. A National Carbon
representative will be on campus —

Dec. 15

(
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Prom -perfect...
or for

any date
It's easy to see why Arrow White
Shirts are the most popular on
campus. Authentic in every style
detail. they're the best-fitting
shirts in circulation today.
Our exclusive Mitogag-tailoring
makes them that way from collar
to cuff to waist. "Sanforized" fabrics keep their fit and the wildest
bop won't pop their anchored buttons. $4.00 up.
Cluett, Peabody

Co., Inc.

Rib-ARROW—
hrst in fashion

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Division of Union Carbide Corporation

sories

00

,
. .

.10

Velding

4aine

Itaavir

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town

MEN'S WEAR — WOMEN'S WEAR
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FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
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SilAPNITE MEOWS
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BATTERIES
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Strictly Speaking

Merry Christmas To All'58 in Review
By Jack ',Innen

Orono, Mahn% December 11, 11111

A Christmas Story
By Alice Lane

Thankful for the amen-signal,
he concentrated with strained attention on the service. There was
more singing and prayers, and
finally
dignified, familiar
the
words of the Christmas Story. As
he followed them with soundlessly
moving lips, he sensed their innate beauty. There was a reassurance in the very sounds, and
vague stirrings of boyhood memory
back the misty
brought
forms of kings and shepherds in
a starlit night. The pastor's suddenly businesslike tone recalled
him. "And now the offering will
be received to help build our new
parish house."

The clatter of dishes being
stacked followed him guiltily up
Inasmuch as this will be the last
the stairs, and the television set
paper before 1959 puts in an apadded
an overtone of organ music
pearance, it might be well to reand slightly-flat boy's-choir voicview some of the more important
happenings of the past 365, just es. The quarrelsome buzz of Tommy's new electric train irritated
for
the sake of nostalgia if nothing
We would, at the same time, like to remind those
him,
and he plugged in the razor
else.
quickly to drown out the family
who will be driving home that the roads are at their
Well, if 1958 is remembered for
worst this time of year. Exercise caution and use good nothing else, it will be recalled with its own whine.
judgemetg but have a good time, too. We'll see you in as the year that the United States "Merry Christmas" he greeted
Army managed to get Elvis Pres- his mechanically grimacing image
a few weeks — Merry Christmas!
ley out of his pink Cadillac and In the mirror. "And thank you.
Thank you, Aunt Bess, for the
Into an olive drab truck.
lovely tie. Thank you, Tommy,
This was also the year that the
for the ash tray. Thank you, Mom
vicuna coat went out of style,
and Dad, for . . ." He jammed
along with the Republican Party.
Bill's mother fumbled in her
his hand into his pocket to feel
1958 saw the addition of the
the brittle new money. His jaw pocketbook, then leaned in front
"hula-hoop" to the cultural growth
hardened
as his tense fingers of him. "Henry. Henry, have
of America, along with such outclosed over the wad and the paper you got any change? All I have
standing movies as "The Blob"
hit his palm. He wouldn't say is a five. I forgot that they de"Teenage Cavemen" and the like.
it again. Once was enough . . . cided
to ask an offering this
As long as I'm on the subject of "I understand . . . of course I year."
movies I might as well make the can use it . . . sport jacket . . .
Coins jingled as her husband
"Strictly Speaking Movie Award". books . . . yes, yes . . . thanks."
This award will be given every And his parents had smiled with passed her a clinking handful.
year to the movie that is deemed relief and turned back to Tommy "That's all I have, Emma. Hardoutstanding in its educational amid a pile of toys. He'd paused ly enough for a paper. But put
presentation of worthwhile ma- the test — a man now — prac- it in an envelope and no one'll
terial.
hear the racket in the plate."
tical, unsentimental —
This year the award goes to (the
Bill sat rigidly erect. F•lering,
He relaxed again and turned his
sealed envelope please) "How to face in the light to survey his at the deacon's bald head as he
Make A Monster"! Truly a picture hasty shave — tired, he was tired shuffled from pew to pew, colworth seeing (?)
lecting. He was annoyed at the
— not mature, just worn out.
Another "perfect" Hollywood
From a sudden hush downstairs interruption, felt cheated, remarriage came to an end in 1958 his mother's voice ascended. "Hur- buffed at the very threshhold to
with the Taylor, Fisher, ReynolsIs ry Bill. We're leaving for church understanding. The plate passed
fiasco, but who really cares.
along the row in front and Bill
in five minutes."
'58 saw the demise of the MilHe ran damp fineers over his watched it with a kind of horwaukee Braves in the World hair and turned from the mirror ror. It was already heaped with
Series, along with thousands of with a sudden unreasonable chill. envelopes and folded bills. As it
bookiee that said "it couldn't be Three minutes later be presented came inevitably closer, Bill's tendone."
couldn't
inctemsed — he
a composed, blank face to his sion
touch it. Now his mother was pushVice President Nixon discovered waiting family.
that southern hospitality doesn't
Bill ducked his head with des- ing it toward him. In his pockextend below the Panama Canal.
perate reverence as his mother's et, his fingers closed convulsively
s-go
Governor Orval Faebus made whisper pulled his attention from on the Christmas money — the
great strides in leading his state the candle flames. Flickering dan- thirty dollars "for something spe.0.1NO SAID KS WONT C.14ANG.E A G2A95?- I GOT HIM
back into the Dark Ages.
gerously near the pine boughs cial." He thrust it blindly toTO 12A166.11-H PAPER FROM A"ZERIVTO AN '
4
Integrated schools and synago- over the altar. Eyes closed, wards the plate, feeling it begin
gues became the number one tar- he heard the familiar sounds of to upset as his knuckles knocked
get of the southern rabble-rousers, church, — embarrassed thumpings its cold rim.
thereby establishing a new low in the wooden pews, scurrying
In panic as the dull metallic
in the racial disputes.
feet in the choir room, and al- crash broke around him, Bill
President Abdul Gamer Nasser ways the hushed mermur of gos- pushed past his father's knees.
established himself as the per- sip that couldn't wait. He rose along the narrow pew past more
'y to succeed in the obediently for the processional, knees and more and finally esPublished Thursdays during the college yei
• —lent of the Universi- son :.-_- ::t.
ty •f MAMA. f'•Ubllerin
rate-51.00 nee
r.
ad% ertisiewg . 1958 graduating clasi for hard- and It was only after the pom- caped, amid the growing murmur.
rate-411.00 per minim.
c.t. Editorial and business
-laid Hall. headed communists.
pously swaying choir had passed to the aisle . . . to the door . . .
7 eleplione Extensioe
Member Associated Collegiate . •
rerented for aatior • !,:v .'sing by National Advertising Seri ice
Despite all of these world- on up the aisle that he realized to the night. Shaking, nearly crykg. Publisher's kepi..etniative. 420 Madison Ave.. New
ork 17, N. Y. shaking developments, the
earth that he alone in the congregation ing in exhaustioe, he stood under
Zatered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Orono, Me.
still rotates on it. axis at the was singing, and that people were the bitter stars and cursed his
EDITCR-IN-CIIIEF
Leslie S. Spalding normal rate of speed, the sun turning to stare.
own stupiti.v.
still rises in the .?ast and, as far
BUSINESS MANAGER
Margaret Mahar as I know, maaaees to set
in the
To the Editor:
imelature or susceptible to tempDEPARTMENTAL EDITORS: Sports Editor, Herald Drogin; Photo- west.
tation? An absurd rule! Why
Although 1958 h td its shaky
The article written by Miss Hill
graphy Editor, Harmon Banning; Photo Feature Editor, Mary
moments, we can ail sleep easier in last week's campus should aren't we allowed nlimited cuts?
Irving; Make-up Editor, Phyllis Warren; Ed'torial Page Editor, this vacation,
safe in the know- certainly become a classic In mod- Do they, the admi: stration, think
that we -;.re iintr•-.. ire enough to
William Cook; Society Editor, Glenn Philippon; Exchange Editor, ledge that Preside:.t Eisenhower,
ern American social thought. Of actually take cut; when
they all
Gus Bombard.
the United States Marines and course we should be
allowed to
Diane Hill are watching over us. have alcohol in the dorm s. Of realize Vat the reason that we :ire
here is to learn? Why must we
REPORTERS: Vicki Waite, Jane Maloney, tial Maguire, Joanne
course we should have a bar on take prelims anti finals?
Surely
Manning, Jeanne Lankau, Marga-et Green, Mary Hail, Joyce Klinecampus. But the administration the administrat'en knows
Tr
that
Nadeau,
Jack "...Innen, Carol Pollard; :pots,
bury, Sue Heath, Les
cannot seem to realize the benefits the cc lege s'
As correspondent uf the Maine
'ent is maitre
Jay "totter, Allan Whitmore.
of tech a system. Those in charge enough to
estab:Ich regular itudy
Masque Theatre's touring comof the university say that our hablts, regardlese of pressure.
pany,
I
would like to express the
PROTOG5AFHER.9: Paul Peernon, Mary
study habits would take a terrible
Masque's appreciation and gratiYea, we are being treated as Imbeating, that there are a large
Ma-LAMS: Robert Goff, Manager; Albert Henry,
tude
to
the CAMY S for )ts eetmature Individuala even though
W1.7
number of students who would
tinued interest an
loughiry, Peter Gam:none.
several students realize 11,at we
public:ty, es- greatly abuse
the alcohol privipecially with regarlc to the fel thpossees as much sagacity a ad
lege, and that the prestige of the
ADVERTISING: Jo Chandler.
coming tour.
_ty as do our instructors.
university would suffer. But a:1
The Masque is also very grateful
of us know better than this.
74:83 Hill. It is certainly a pity
to all University persons who hare
that the almlnistration isn't ss
would like to express special helped tp make the tour possible.
The only flaw we can fin! in
enlightened as you. You don't seem
thanks to Donald Cookson. presiThe Masque wishes to e::press a Miss Hill'e article is that she
to realize, however, that the rest
dent of
the Inter-Fraternity special public than:, you to Pre'doesn't go nearly far enough. Why of us aren't nearly as mature as
To the Editor:
Council. and to Mr. William Don- dent Elliott, Deans Wilson and
can't women students be allowed you are.
I wonder it I may ask for nell, his very able chairman for Stewart, the Deane of
colleges and
apace In your publication in order this campaign.
out
as late as they like? Or for
Sircerely,
their assistants, the members of
to express the gratitude of the
It was an inspiring thing to see the European Tour Committee, that matter, stay out all night. Are
Jeffrey Podell
Eastern Maine Friends of Re- so many University
men engaged the professors and instructors, and our young ladies considered to be
Thomas Gardner
tarded Children for the fine as- in a concerted effort for
eomnaani- the Maine students.
sistance given us by manf Of the II, service. We are
AAp professional entertainers and
indeed grates
To the Editor:
arette butts, while the to p of
University students dudes our re- ruf.
'
'Auden/ good-will ambassadors, we
I recenLly came through Orono every table boasted an ashtray,
cent drive for funds.
shall try to live up to the high
Very truly yours,
many of 'which were clean and
The campaign was ipOst suestandards of the University of and stopj,A at the Bear's Den for
James A. McLean,
empty. Are Maine students too
lunch. A curious condition caught
Maine.
dtessful due to the efforts of the
President.
reat to use a clean ashtray?
fraternities, especially during the.
filaetern Maine Friends of
my attention. The floor under
Sincerely.
Joanne H. Hunter
‘Issesse-to-house collection.
We
Retarded Children, Inc.
Sylvia Curran
every able was littered with cigClas of '53

The staff of The Maine Campus would like to extend to its readers and all members of the University
of Maine community its wishes for a very merry Christmas and a pleasant vacation.
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Editorial

Strictly Speaking

Merry Christmas To All'58 in Review

A Christmas Story
By Alice Lane

Thankful for the amen-signal,
he concentrated with strained attention on the service. There was
more singing and prayers, and
finally
the
dignified, familiar
words of the Christmas Story. As
he followed them with soundlessly
moving lips, he sensed their innate beauty. There was a reassurance in the very sounds, and
vague stirrings of boyhood memory brought back the misty
forms of kings and shepherds in
a starlit night. The pastor's suddenly businesslike tone recalled
him. "And now the offering will
be received to help build our new
parish house."

The clatter of dishes being
By Jack Linnell
Inasmuch as this will be the last stacked followed him guiltily up
paper before 1959 puts in an ap- the stairs, and the television set
pearance, it might be well to re- added an overtone of organ music
view some of the more important and slightly-flat boy's-choir voichappenings of the past 365, just es. The quarrelsome buzz of Tommy's new electric train irritated
We would, at the same time, like to remind those for the sake of nostalgia if nothing him,
and he plugged in the razor
else.
who will be driving home that the roads are at their
quickly to drown out the family
Well. if 1958 is remembered for
with its own whine.
worst this time of year. Exercise caution and use good nothing else, it will be recalled
judgement but have a good time, too. We'll see you in as the year that the United States "Merry Christmas" he greeted
Army managed to get Elvis Pres- his mechanically grimacing image
a few weeks — Merry Christmas!
ley out of his pink Cadillac and In the mirror. "And thank you.
Thank you, Aunt Bess, for the
into an olive drab truck.
lovely tie. Thank you, Tommy,
This was also the year that the
for the ash tray. Thank you, Mom
vicuna coat went out of style,
and Dad, for . . ." He jammed
along with the Republican Party.
his hand into his pocket to feel
Bill's mother fumbled in
her
1958 saw the addition of the
brittle new money. His jaw pocketbook, then leaned in front
"hula-hoop" to the cultural growth the
as his tenee fingers of him. "Henry. Henry, have
of America, along with such out- hardened
OFFICE .
standing movies as "The Blob" closed over the wad and the paper you got any change? All I have
"Teenage Cavemen" and the like. hit his palm. He wouldn't say is a five. I forgot that they dePROCE5S°14
It again. Once was enough . . . cided to ask an offering this
As long as I'm on the subject of "I understand
SOW
. . . of course I year."
movies I might as well make the
can use it . . . sport jacket . . .
"Strictly Speaking Movie Award".
Coins jingled as her husband
books . . . yes, yes . . . thanks'."
This award will be given every
And his parents had smiled with passed her a clinking handful.
year to the movie that is deemed
relief and turned back to Tommy "That's all I have, Emma. Hardoutstanding in its educational
amid a pile of toys. ITe'd passed ly enough for a paper. But put
presentation of worthwhile mathe test — a man now — prac- it in an envelope and no one'll
terial.
hear the racket in the plate."
tical, unsentimental —
This year the award goes to (the
Bill sat rigidly erect, eiering,
He relaxed again and turned his
sealed envelope please) "How to
face in the light to survey his at the deacon's bald head as he
Make A Monster"! Truly a picture
hasty shave — tired, he was tired shuffled from pew to pew, colworth seeing (?)
— not mature, just worn out.
lecting. He eves annoyed at the
Another "perfect" Hollywood
From a sudden hush downstairs Interruption, felt cheated, rerErz
marriage came to an end in 1958
his mother's voice aseended. "Hur- buffed at the very threshhold to
with the Taylor, Fisher, Reynolds
ry Bill. We're leaving for church understandine. The plate passed
fiasco, but who really cares.
along the row in front and Bill
In five minutes."
vIrreg
'58 saw the demise of the MilHe ran damp fingers over his watched it with a kind of horwaukee Braves in the World
itIGIZLO
hair and turned from the mirror ror. Tt was already heaped with
Series, along with thousands of
with a sudden unreaeonable chill. envelopes and folded bills. As it
bookies that said "it couldn't be
Three minutes later he presented came inevitably closer, Bill's tendone."
couldn't
a composed, blank face to his sion incraased — he
Vice President Nixon discovered waiting family.
touch it. Now his mother was pushthat southern hospitality doesn't
Bill ducked his head with des- ing it toward him. In his pockextend below the Panama Canal.
perate reverence as his mother's et, his fingers closed convulsively
t "Governor Orval Faebus made whisper pulled his attention from on the Christmas money — the
great
strides in leading his state the candle flames. Flickering dan- thirty dollars "for something speSAID H5 WONT CattiNGE A G2A95?- GOT 1-/!tA back into the Dark Ages.
gerously near the pine houghs cial." He thrust it blindly toIntegrated schools and synago- over the altar. Eyes closed, wards the plate, feeling it begin
gues became the number one tar- be heard the familiar sounds of to upset as his knuckles knocked
get of the southern rabble-rousers, church, — embarrassed thumpings its cold rim.
thereby establishing a new low in the wooden pews, scurrying
In panic as the dull metallic
in the racial disputes.
feet in the choir room, and al- crash broke around him, Bill
President Abdul Gainer Nasser ways the hushed mermur of gos- pushed past his father's knees.
established himself as the per- sip that couldn't wait. He rose along the narrow pew past more
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every fable was littered with eigClms of '53

The staff of The Maine Campus would like to extend to its readers and all members of the University
of Maine community its wishes for a very merry Christmas and a pleasant vacation.
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hulls!dual Arrangements
to suit your Budget

53 Main Street.

RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
TRAVEL ANYWHERE

ORONO, ME.
A l.A

AAA

ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU

24 Hr. Wrecking Service
Tel. 6-3618

61 Main St.. Bangor, Tel. 2-30111

KaDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS

STATION Ws all had its remote unit
at the Bates game Saturday night f. r it, first on-the-s
ot-coverage. (Pearson Photo)

Debate Tourney
Began This Week
The
Univers.!'
internmral
Novice debate
:Aleut began
this week ' ant ,v :!.l continue
through Jaeuar:.
Eight teams
are participating :coo. medals will
be awarded to t
t and second place teams
The following yt • t•--nts will be
debating: Marga:.,)
Leslit•
Da.vis, John Co: ;- IZonald Hoar.
Nancy Noury, Duka1,1 MIRO, Mark
Shibles. Betty
1).);Lihan, John
Pierce, Robert Wi.):t, Joyce Hig- gins, Harold 1.11,Ail:on, George

,NEW FU

lTURE

Down to

Prices

Wayne Stoddard,
M. Stanley
Snowman, Dawn Daly and Andrew Harvey.
Four of these novice debaters
will also attend the Novice Debate
Tournament at St. Anselm's in
Manchester,
New
Hampshire.
Those participating for the affirmative will be Dawn Daly and
Andrew Harvey; for the negative.
George Wayne Stoddard and M.
Stanley Snowman.
Checks for veterans will be
at 206 Library at 10 a.m. on
Tuesday, December 16, according to Betty Reid.

Junior Year
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What a wonderful difference when you
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once
your mouth feels clean and cool...
your throat feels smoothed,refreshed!
Enjoy the most refreshing experience
in smoking. Smoke KOOL ... with
mild, mild menthol...for a cleaner,
fresher taste all through the day!
MILD /42147)101.
KIN G-5121

Answer on Pg.00
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Tree Trimmers — Debby Lufkin and Myra Cram
put the finishing touches to their dormitory tree.
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What's Santa gonna bring us! • - SUS n, Sheryl (twins), and Alan Raulston, South Apartments, are roady to hang their stockings.

Christmas Covers The Campus
Feature Editor, Mary Irving

Feature Photographer, Wally Cole

Yes, there's definitely something in the air — colored lights, mistletoe, and Santa
Clauses are appearing all over campus. The radio stations are playing Christmas carols instead of rock and roll, and the students are anxiously awaiting Christmas vacation.
nities holding ;wraps for them- This will be held Tuesday night

Only 11 more shopping days left — Harold Borns Jr.
inspects the merchandise at the bookstore.

Displays of the holiday spirit selves and tor orphans. And don't in the Main Lounge with dancing,
can be seen around campus in forget the annual Christmas Party refreshments, entertainment, and
the library, the Union, and in given by the Memorial Union. Santa Claus himself.
dorms and houses. The bookstore
is filled with gift suggestions.
yuletide
cards, and
Christmas
decorations. Sometime during the
next week some of the fraternities will make the rounds to
serenade the girls' dormitories with
Christmas carols.
The annual Christmas Vespers
will be presented Sunday at 4:00
p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium.
The concert will feature a 100voice choir and the University
Orchestra, plus several selections
by soloists, the Brass Quartet, and
the University Singers.
Christmas time is also partytime, with dormitories and frater-
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Artists at work — Judy Guilford and Anne Adams
make their own Christmas cards in art class.
IMP

Official University of Maine

CLASS RINGS
OR DE its TAKEN THURSDAY AFTERNOON
p.m.
8 p.m. to
at Memorial Union Lounge
14
KO Deposit Required
3 Weeks Delivery Guaranteed
ofticial Agent, Willis Furtwengler
Sigcsa Phi Bpsilon

Silent night, Holy night -- the chorus rehearses for Vespers.

Orono, Maine, January 15, 1959
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Gerry Mulligan University Extension Division
Featured Feb.21 Will Offer Courses At UMP
For Carnival

Dormitories Will Close
Wednesday, January 28

SRA Asks Student
Donation Of Books

Campus dormitories will close at
A book drive among faculty and
9:00 a.m. Wednesday, January 28
The general extension division of offered are as follows: The Rise of for
the recess between semesters and students will be conducted by the Stuthe University will offer courses at Realism in America, The Curriculum
will reopen at 1:00 p.m. Sunday, dent Religious
Association during
the Portland campus during the sec- in Health and Physical Education,
February 1.
Gerry Mulligan, a lean, crew- ond semester of 1959.
Brotherhood Week, February 17, 18,
and Teaching Social Studies in the
Students who find it necessary to
cut baritone saxist and arranger, Each course will have a value of Secondary School, Philosophy of
remain on campus during this period 19.
who has become one of the most three credit hours and the fee will be cation, and Newer Practices in EduArt can make reservations at the
Housing
Students will be asked to donate
popular figures in the field of fourteen dollars per credit hour.
Education.
Office, Men's Cafeteria, before 11:30 books to be sent to international
unijazz in the last few years, will Courses will also be given in Alfred,
a.m., January 24. The cost will be versities who need them
through the
highlight the musical activities at Belfast, Winterport, Rockland, Lewis- A course in Freshman Composition $12.00 per student.
World University Service and the
this year's Winter Carnival week ton, Hartland, Dexter, Carmel, and at Augusta will be taught by Porfessor The last meal
Books for Asian Students organizabefore
the
recess
Damariscot
Colin
ta.
MacKay
Registratio
of
the
n
will
English departtake
end.
starts will be breakfast January 28, tion.
place at the first class session.
ment of Colby College.
served only at Stodder Dining Hall.
Some of the courses that will be
The Mulligan group will give a jazz
Any text published after 1945, or
After the recess, the first meal will
concert in the Memorial Gym at
any standard work, regardless of pubbe
supper,
February
1.
2 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 21. The
lication date, such as works by HemFernald Hall, the oldest building
The placement bureau anconcert is being sponsored by the
ingway, Dickens, or Plato, will be
on
the
campus,
was
named
in
honor
senior class.
nounced today that registration
welcomed.
for summer employment will start of former President M. C. Fernald. Present Service Pins
The 31 year old Mulligan was born at the
It
has
held
the
department
of
chemThis is the first time that the SRA
beginning of the second
Twenty-five year service pins has
in New York City and raised in
istry, French, Spanish, Italian, educasponsored such a drive. Don
semester.
were
presented
Philadelphia. At the age of fifteen he
two university Poulin is chairman
tion and mathematics and the Unifor the group.
Jobs
will
be
offered in resorts, versity
started arranging for Johnny WarringStore Company and the employees by President Lloyd Points of deposit for books will be
ton's band at station WCAU. He later construction, business, industry, Journalism office.
Elliott at a dinner attended by announced at a
later date.
returned to New York and during the and other seasonal employment.
about 350 non-academic emnext few years he wrote a number of Students interested should conHolmes Hall, named for Dr. Eze- ployees.
memorable scores for Gene Krupa, tact Philip J. Brockway at the kiel Holmes of Winthrop, contains
The 25-year service pins went
dormitories, and Mrs. Ruth SherElliott Lawrence and Claude Thorn- office of Student Placement in offices and laboratories of the Maine to Mrs.
Hazel Guitard, a recepman, executive secretary for the
hill. He also played and wrote for the East Annex.
Agricultural Experiment Station.
tionist in one of the women's
pullorum
department.
the now historic Miles Davis records
in the late 40's.
In 1951 Mulligan moved to the
West Coast, and by 1952 he had
formed his first pianoless quartet with
Chet Baker on trumpet. Bob Whitlock on bass and Chico Hamilton on
drums.

aul-

Soon after this Mulligan started to
tour this country, and Europe as well.
In 1953 he featured the American
unit at the Paris Jazz Festival, and
this year he has been selected to play
the first two jazz festivals at Newport,
Rhode Island.
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and Santa
[stmas caritmas vaca-
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Students Invited To
Exhibit Art Work
Students interested in exhibiting art
work in a campus display should contact William R. Anderson, fine arts
committee chairman of the Union.
The original student works will be
displayed in the Union Lobby for one
week, commencing February 28.
Paintings, prints, graphics, photographs, sculptures, and designs will
be accepted. It is not necessary to be
connected with the art department to
exhibit. For example, original designs
and blueprints for buildings will be
accepted.
All students interested in entering
work can contact Anderson at the
Union or at Canterbury House.

Apply For Proctorships
All men students interested in applying for proctor jobs during the
academic year 1959-60 should pick
up an application blank immediately
at the Dean of Men's Office in the
Library.
All interested students must reapply.
11•011111111111111111MEMil

Classified
PERSIAN KITTEN for sale. Yearold, Silver Tabby, perfect markings,
plus complete equipment. Call Orono
6-2745.

e Adams
S.

iNICLiSH

PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND MAKE $25
We're paying $25 each for the hundreds of Thinkfish words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's new
words from two words—like those on this page.
English: INSECT-COUNTER

Thinktish: PESTIMATOR
JACK IIONANNO. U

OF SAN FRANCISCO

Send yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mount
Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,
college or university, and class.
English: VALISE FOR A TRUMPET

English: FAKE
FROG

TOOTCASE
Thinklish: SHAMPHIBIAN
PEGGY ARROWSHITH

U

JOYCE BASCH

PENN

STATE

OF S. CAROLINA

English: MAN WHO STEALS FROM
THE RICH AND GIVES TO THE POOR
ThInklish translation: To
smuggle loot, this fellow dons his
plunderwear. For street fighting, he
wears a rumblesuit. He totes his
burglar tools in thuggage. The only
honest thing about him is the Luckies
in his pocket.(Like law-abiding folk,
he enjoys the honest taste of fine
tobacco!) In the old days, he'd be
called a robbin' hood. Today, this
churlish but altruistic chap is a
(good + hoodlum)goodlum!

Eng is h •

DIVORCE

Thinklish:

PROCEEDING

SPLIIIGATION
MISSOURI
DAPITIHEISSER

U

OF

RALPH

English: REFORM SCHOOL CLASS

WHITE VAN HEUSEN
CENTURY SHIRTS
$2.99

3for $8.85

VIRGIE'S
Mill St.

ORONO

Get the genuine article

Thinklish : BRATTALION
PHYLLIS DOBBINS

U

OF WASHUIGTON

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
.11-odud of

eZtecww-enr..„—"J,0,
7,4 • our muidIr name".
LS
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The senior class officers have
Pledge Names Released
named the following students to
Jack Platner, secretary of the Intertheir executive committee: Carol
fraternity
Council announced this
Burry, Mary Ann Schmidt, Mary
week
the
names
of the following men
Ketchum, Anita Frisbee, Patricia
who
pledged
fraternities
to date:
Stiles, Alice Lane, George GiosKappa Sigma: Harry Forrest.
tra, Niles Nelson, John Sturgis,
Phi Eta Kappa: Harold Laskey
John Plainer, William Burke,
Les Nadeau.
and Chesley Littlefield.

Student Projectionists Wanted
For campus service

Orono, Maine, January 15, 1959

Kappamen, Sigma Chi Hold Lead
By Rick Brennan
Kappa Sig and Sigma Chi continued their win skein this past week
with Phi Gam also remaining unbeaten. Kappa Sig added two games
to the victory column with wins over
Sig Ep, 54 to 38, and Alpha Gam, 42
to 28. Bob Pickett scored 19 and Bill
Suitor tallied 20 in the initial contest.
Phi Mu dropped their second decision
in a row as Phil Curtis, former Cape
Elizabeth hoopster, led Sigma Chi to
their fourth win, 47 to 40.
Phi Gam toppled ATO behind
31 point outburst by Dick Russell. The final score was 82 to
47. Tony Vasquez and Bob Stack
combined to break TEP's four
game losing streak via Sig Ep.
Vasquez totaled 20 points and
Stack, 22.
Bill Furtwengler
dropped in 20 for the losers. Beta
House balanced their record vera

Experience preferred
Apply in person to
Audio Visual Service
Room B,So. Stevens

•

Freshmen Host
Ricker College
In Cage Tussle

sus ATO the other night, 63 to
42, as John Boomer tallied 26.
Phi Kap and Phi Eta remained
abreast in the National League
standings. The latter downed
Sigma Nu, 55 to 42. Steve Howe
led Phi Kap past Theta Chi, 62
The University or Maine Freshmen
to 43.
will play their last game before finals
by hosting Ricker College this Satur5 0
Kappa Sig
day with the tap-off scheduled for
4 0
Phi Gam
2:00 p.m.
Lambda Chi
3 1
Delta Tau
3 2
Bossie Leads Ricker
2 2
Beta House
Ricker will be out to revenge the
Sig Ep
1 3
defeat they suffered at the hands of
TEP
1 4
the frosh last year, losing 92-65. The
ATO
1 4
boys from Houlton are led by Gary
4 0
Sigma Chi
Bossie, a former student here at the
3 1
Phi Kap
U. of M. He scored 12 points in
3 1
Phi Eta
last year's game. The Aroostook ag2 2
Sigma Nu
gregation has good size and can be ex2 2
Phi Mu
pected to provide the frosh with a
1 3
TKE
tough afternoon.
SAE
1 3
The game with UMP last week was
one of the most exciting seen here in
a long time. It was comparable to
the two varsity games with Vermont.
The frosh never led by more than 7
points and trailed by 5 with as little as
2:45 remaining. Don Harnum was
the hero with 33 points and it was his
two successful foul shots with 15 seconds left in the game that clinched the
victory for the Butterfieldmen, 94-92.
Chappelle scored 20 points to back up
Harnum's fine effort. By scoring 33
points Harnum tied the freshman
record set last year by Don Sturgeon.
Smash MCI

•

GET SATISFYI N G FLAVOR...

So friendly to your taste!
No flat"filtered-ourflavor!
No dry"smoked-out"taste!

Orono,

Last Saturday night the Baby Bears
went on their hottest shooting spree
of the season, trouncing MCI 115-68.
Varsity coach Jack Butterfield
has announced that there will be
a varsity and freshman baseball
meeting on Thursday, January
15, at 7:00 p.m. in the Memorial
Gym. Butterfield urges anv one
interested in being a 1959 baseball candidate to attend.

MARILYN LAUNDROMAT
71 Mill St., Orono
We wash anything
washable
Shirt Service
from Hillside
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TRAVEL BUREAU
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HERE'S WHY SMOKE **TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

See how
Poll Moll's
famous length
of fine tobacco
travels cnd
gentles the smoke
—makes it mild—
but does not
filter out that
satisfying flavor!

1.
2.
3.

_14

1

You get Poll Mon famous length of
the finest tobaccos r"oney con buy

2

Poll Mon famous length travels
and gentles the smoke naturally

3

Travels it over. under, oround end
through Poll Malls fine tobaccos!

Outstanding. and they are Mild!
iyaNct 4 .74
1
Jtente444.1,ft
¢ grecteorraymzry 2',7,4„,,,e,„ hi our middle name

4.

C. COLUMBUS. world traveler, says:
"My hair looks great since I discovered Wildroot."
Just a little bit
of Wildroot
and...WOW!

260 N.

ary 15, 1959
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Sports Editor

Big News echoed from within the fieldhouse this week,
but hardly anyone on campus paid any attention to it. The news
stated that Maine's varsity track team would swing into action for
the first time this year by opposing New Hampshire at 1:00 p.m.
Saturday.

Face U.N.H.
In Trackgo

The University of Maine varsity basketeers got back on the
winning trail Tuesday night with a thrilling 69-65 victory
over
Colby. The win gave Maine undisputed possession of first
place
in the State Series race and it marked the first time in many
years
that Maine has defeated Colby twice in one season.

The Black Bears, after sweep- the second
round of state play.
ing through state opposition in Maine's
Yankee Conference camthe first of three rounds, were paign will then
hit full stride on JanThe Indoor Track season be- soundly smacked by Bates last uary 30
when the Bears face Rhode
gins Saturday, January 17, as weekend, 61-55. Maine, which Island in the
first of seven straight
Most students greeted this news with a simple stateMaine and New Hampshire bat- had little trouble defeating the YanCon tilts.
ment,"Oh well, I hope they win." No more thought was
tle it to the finish lines in a dual Bobcats in their early season renSaturday's home game with
given the matter henceforth as the student's mind probmeet. Field Events begin at dezvous, found itself hampered
Bowdoin should find Maine in
by the same problem that has
ably centered either on finals, the basketball game with
10:00 a.m.
the favorite's role. The Polar
plagued Black Bear squads of the
Test Bears' Strength
Bowdoin, or the dance slated for Saturday night.
Bears, presently crawling through
The meet will be a good test of past, namely the lack of a good
their worst season ever, have deWhen the meet starts, probably those in attendance will be Maine's chances against Rhode Island big man to cope with opposing feated only
only those competing, relatives or close friends of those competing, in the Yankee Conference this year, players of the 6-7 variety. In the starts. NeverthRutgers in twelve
and a few die-hard track fans. Many other people, with nothing and against the always powerful Bates case of Bates, it was just such a encounter, theeless, in their first
Bowdoinites did
to do, will stay away with very poor excuses and by their absence team for the State Indoor and Out- goliath named Jim Sutherland come extremely close
to stopping
door
Championships. Last year Maine who practically won the game
will be missing out on the very best of athletic competition.
Maine by dropping a slim 71-75
lost to both of these teams in champi- single-handedly for his mates in
verdict.
Many columnists have been expounding the virtues of track onship meets by less than 3 points. scoring 27 points. Sutherland
After Bowdoin, the Yankee Confor many years in hopes of awakening the public on the superlative- With a lot of veterans returning and also controlled ten rebounds in
ference
will be the business at hand
some
good
sophom
ores to help out, scoring ten of his points in the
ness of the track and field competition. Nevertheless, only at seldom
for Maine. Beginning with a stand
Maine is hoping to reverse the out- final five most
intervals do crowds turn out.
important min- at
Rhode Island and Connecticut on
come this year.
utes of the game.
successive nights, the Bears return
Few Maine people realize that our track team is recCoach Edmund Styrna feels
In losing causes against both Bates home to host Massachusetts on the
that if Maine can win Saturday
ognized throughout the east as one of the best teams in
and do well on the rest of the and Connecticut, Maine did not look 6-7 of February, meet New Hampthe area. In 31 seasons, Maine trackmen have won 74
schedule they will make Bates bad. In fact, the Bears continued shire in a home and away series, and
indoor meets while losing but 23 for a .763 average. No
and Rhode Island run for the their hard fighting and spirited play wind up by welcoming Rhode Island's
other major sport at the Big U can boast of such a record.
finish again. Bates and its great which resulted in their successful first Rams into the Bear confines.
After relieving the great Chet Jenkins at the coaching
runner
, Rudy Smith, will be the five games. It was just that the Bears Conference Improved
helm, Ed Styrna's teams in three years have won two New
The Bears, who presently rank secteam to beat in Maine. For the were not tall enough to handle the
England cross country titles (2nd this year), and placed
third year in a row, the Bobcats giants that they were up against. ond in the conference with a 2-1
2nd to mighty Boston University in the outdoor New Enghave power and depth making Coach McCall, in using his court mark, will have their hands full with
lands last year.
knowledge acquired at Dayton, has much improved opponents. Rhode
them a formidable opponent.
pushed the team to the point where Island, which won only 4 of 21 last
The
schedul
e
for
the
year
is as folNumerous performers of great quality have represented
they are not pushovers for anyone. year, holds victories over Brown, New
Maine in track uniforms. In the 30's Don Favor and Bernard lows:
Hampshire, and tough Vermont alRendezvous With Bowdoin
Jan. 17. U.N.H. (Home)
Berenson were tops, in the 40's there were Don Smith, Herb John- Feb.
6. Bates 4:00 Fris. (Home)
After meeting Colby earlier this ready this year. The Rams have been
son, and Martin Hagopian, and in the 50's there have been such
7. Y.C. Relay (Boston)
week to decide the temporary lead- getting top work from their quartet
greats as Paul Firlotte, Dan Rearick, Floyd Milbank, Bill Schroeder.
14. Charles Rice Meet
ership in the State Series, the McCall- of juniors: Tom Harrington, Jim
and Bill Finch.
21. Bowdoin (Brunswick)
men face Bowdoin on Saturday af- Williamson, Bill Holland, and footAt present, the list of stars shows few signs of thinning out. Mar. 7. Northeastern (Home)
ternoon (4:00 p.m.) in winding up baller Don Brown.
Massachusetts is another vastIn Dave Linekin, Coach Styrna has a 13 ft. pole vaulter and one
ly improved team. The Redmen
of the best in the east. Phil Haskell, Dale Bessey, and Bill Daly
came within four points of stopare also tops in their events. In sophomores Terry Horne. Gardner
ping mighty Connecticut on the
Hunt, Harold Hatch and Wilbur Spencer, Styrna has four real
latter's home court. UMass has
good comers. Best in the freshman field appear to be Mike Kimbal
height in 6-7 Red Porter, and 6-5
l,
Dave Rolfe, Onil Roy, and Dale Curry.
soph Doug Crutchfield.

All of this sums up the fact that Maine fans should
be proud of their trackmen and if the time is available
they should come Saturday to the fieldhouse and watch
the best in this sport, which requires great physical prowess and a perfect mental attitude, in competition.

Maine Second
In Skiing Meet

Jots, Blots, and Plots
The President of Bates College. sitting in the middle of the
Maine rooting section at the hoop game last Saturday. participated
in a battle of wits with avid Maine rooters.
The first half. closely contested all the way, saw the Bobcat's
sophomore giant Jim Sutherland drop in four beautiful left hand
hookers from ten feet out. Sutherland. fast improving, should
be
major cog in the future Bates attack. Maine's Collins was gettina
g
the roughhouse treatment from Joe Murphy who forewent basket
ball for football tactics. As is usual the case in these parts. Murphy's dirty tactics were ignored by the officials. When Maine'
Champeon entered game, Bears showed better floor attack ands
better defense. Champeon's injury could have been major cause
for cagers sudden fall after five straight.
Sophomore Jon Ingalls looked good in his personal baptism
against UConn.

irs up AND IN as Maine's Don Sturgeon (right), covered closely

WE DO 2.

Complete Body Repairing and Painting.
Arc and Acetylene Welding of All Kinds.

3.

Broken Glass Replaced.

4.

Complete Calso Service—Tires, Batteries, Etc.

1.

,atir

by Bob Countryman (30) of Connecticut, hits for two
58 points against the mighty UConns who scored 73 of his team's
Watching the play are the Bear's Jon Ingalls (24) for the victory.
the fenced in feeling from UConn's Walt Griffin who is getting
(40) and John
Pipyczinski.
(Photo by Banning)

Hillson Achievement Award
FOR THE VI

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

JAN. 12

Jerome Plante

and

A government major, who is conscientiously striving to
further
"Maine's" development through his work in the
legislature.
$2.00 personal cleaning aervice—Free

260 N. Main Street

Tel. 7-3739
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TAYLOR'S AUTO BODY SHOP
CALSO STATION

The University of Maine ski team
took second place in a five-team meet
held January 9-10 at Northfield,
Vermont. Final scores were Paul
Smith's College, 575.6; Maine. 563.6;
Norwich. 539.6; Vermont, 501.3; and
St. Michaels. 444.6.
Paul Smith's College. a perennial
eastern skiing power from New York
State. won five of the six events, taking third in the other. while Maine
finished second in every event. Maine's
outstanding sophomore. Charlie Ackers. won the cross-country event and
Gil Roderick finished third on an
exceedingly difficult 8-mile course. In
a field of 38, five Maine men—R
on
Towle. Charlie Ackers, Paul McGuire, Charlie Russell and Joe Lessard
—finished in the top eight of the
jumping event.
Maine was hurt by the absence of
Captain Elliott Lang and Don Towle
due to illness. Coach Ted Curtis
was
very pleased with the team's showin
g;
both sophomores and veterans skied

Old Town, Maine
18 Mill St.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

IFC Votes For
Two Initiations
The Interfraternity Coutv:il voted to
permit two informal initiation periods
next fall at a special meeting Tuesday
night.
Fraternities may hold informal initiations within a four week period
after school starts or may initiate at
the regular period—the first week
after midsemester grades are released
in November.
Donald Towle, Tau Kappa Epsilon.
was the proponent of the motion that
will shorten Maine's long pledge probationary period of seven months to
five months for those Houses who
desire to initiate within the four week
period.
An original motion to hold informal
initiation the first full week in September was brought off the table, and
defeated 12-4, Tuesday night. One
House was not represented at the
meeting.
Proponents of the shortened probationary period argued that a less
tedious and less drawn-out pledge
program would promote better scholarship, would pep up the pledge
period, and would be more in line
with the fraternity programs of colleges and universities all over the
country.
Lambda Chi. Tau Epsilon Phi, Sigma Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon representatives indicated that their chapters would definitely be interested in
ins the shorter pledge period.

Carnival Program Announced

mommilmemilminmo
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

Operations at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are essentially those of an engineering and development
organization. As such, an engineering atmosphere
dominates the work being done, much of which
directly involves laboratory experimentation.

SPENCER TRACY
in
Ernest Hemingway's Great Novel

"THE OLD MAN AND
THE SEA"
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

"UNCLE TOM'S CABIN"

Chairman of the committee is John
E. Stewart, dean of men. Other faculty members are George Crosby, registrar, and Harry Watson, head of the
department of mechanical engineering. Students on the committee are
senators David Downing, William
Chandler, and Richard Salisbury.
Stewart said that the committee will
meet at the beginning of spring semester, and a report will be made
within a reasonable time.

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS
Unmatched Engineering Facilities for Developing Advanced Flight Propulsion Systems

SUN.-WED.

ID-Card Bill Considered

(Continued from Page One)
10:00 p.m.—L'hiver en Paris
A committee to study the Student
Sculpture Contest
Dance, Bear's Den
Senate proposal to allow students the
1:30-4:30 p.m.—Jazz Concert,
Sunday, February 22:
privilege of bringing a guest to a
Memorial Gym
Church Services:
University function by haying his ID
Music by Gerry Mulligan
Little Theatre, 9:30, 11:00 a.m. card punched twice—once for himself
6:15-10:00 p.m.—Basketball
Newman, 7:45, 8:45, 9:45,
and once for the guest—has been apGame, Memorial Gym
10:40, 11:30 a.m.
pointed.
Freshmen vs. Old Town,
Canterbury,
8:00,
11:00
a.m.
The proposal, passed by the Senate,
6:15 p.m.
2:00-4:00 p.m.—Far and Near was referred to the committee on
Maine vs. Rhode Island,
8:15 p.m.
Skits Appear—Bates College administration. A joint faculty-student
7:00 p.m.—Movie at the Union—
Group Variety Show
committee was appointed to study the
Mister Roberts
Stodder Hall
possible results of the bill.

The first women's dormitory at the
University, Mount Vernon Hall, was
built in 1898. By that time, women
were firmly established on the Maine
campus.

"A GOOD Sl'OT TO RELAX"

Orono, Maine, January 15, 1959

In the past three decades, expansion at Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft has been almost tenfold. In
recent years, greatest emphasis has been on extending engineering facilities to meet the needs of advanced research and development programs in flight
propulsion.

he Willp)(,s Turbine Engine Test Facility is the
world's most extensive privately owned turbine
development laboratory. Designed and built specifically to test full-scale experimental engines and
components in environments simulating conditions
at extreme altitudes and speeds, it is currently
undergoing expansions that will greatly increase
its capacity for development testing of the most
advanced forms of air breathing systems.

and
In chambers like this at the Willgoos Turbine
Engine Test Facility full-scale engines may be
tested in environments which simulate conditions
from sea level to 100.000 feet. Mach 3 conditions
cv Pk() s.mulated here.
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HOUSE OF HIT* U

"
,

in color
DONALD WOLF1T
BARBARA SHELLEY
plus thrilling co-feature

"MONSTER ON THE
CAMPUS"
with ARTHUR FRANZ
JOANNE N1OORE
STARTS SUNDAY
back by popular demand
JERRY LEWIS

"THE GEISHA BOYtechnicolor
MARIE McDONALD

The Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Laboratory, operated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is situated on a 1.200-acre
tract near Middletown. The Laboratory was specially built
for the development of nuclear flight propulsion systems.
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"BLOOD OF THE
VAMPIRE"
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Among the Connecticut P & W A facilities are
many that are unequaled in the industry. Thus
today, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is better prepared
than ever to continue development of the world's
best aircraft powerplants ... to probe the propulsion
future . . . to build and test greatly advanced propulsion systems for coming generations of flight vehiOes — in whatever form they take.

"THE GOLDEN AGE
OF COMEDY'

Ti

In the new Fuel Systems Laboratory engineers
can minutely analyze the effects of extreme environmental conditions on components of fuel
systems — conditions such as those encountered
in advanced types of flight vehicles operating at
high Mach numbers and high altitudes. Fuel for
these tests can he supplied at any temperature
from -65'F to +500'F.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS - East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER - United, Florida
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer
or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
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